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INTRODUCTION 
 

The New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics are intended to provide students with a solid 
foundation.  The Standards for Mathematical Content are a balanced combination of procedure and understanding. 
 
In Grade 6, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) connecting ratio and rate to whole number 
multiplication and division and using concepts of ratio and rate to solve problems; (2) completing understanding of 
division of fractions and extending the notion of number to the system of rational numbers, which includes negative 
numbers; (3) writing, interpreting, and using expressions and equations; (4) extending understanding of geometry, 
and (5) developing understanding of statistical thinking.  
 
Mathematical Practice Standards: 
This curriculum guide is standards based which reflects the New Jersey Student Learning Standards for 
Mathematics, the Mathematical Practices that are expected to be used in teaching mathematics K-12 are as follows 
and infused throughout the guide: 

● Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

● Use appropriate tools strategically. 

● Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

● Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 

● Model with mathematics. 

● Attend to precision. 

● Look for and make use of structure. 

● Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

 

Technology within the Curriculum: (Refer to Instructional Actions Column on Guide - Recommended 

Activities/Strategies, Assessment Checkpoints and Resources) 

National / International Technology Student Standards 

Standard 8.1 Educational Technology - All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and 

synthesize information in order to solve problems individually and collaborate and create and communicate 

knowledge. 

● Empowered Learner: Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving, and 

demonstrating 

competency in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences. 

● Digital Citizenship: Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and 

working in an interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.  

● Knowledge Constructor: Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct 

knowledge, produce creative artifacts, and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and 

others.  

● Creative Communicator: Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of 

purposes using the platforms, tools, styles, formats, and digital media appropriate to their goals.  

Career Ready Practices within the Curriculum: (Refer to Instructional Actions Column on Guide - 

Recommended Activities/Strategies)  

 College Ready practices are practices that have been linked to increase college, career, and life success.  

● CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee 

● CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.  

● CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason 

● CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation. 

● CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

● CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
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SCOPE & SEQUENCE 

MARKING PERIOD 1: 
Ratios & Rates  

Ratios 

Ratios Tables & Graphs 

Rates & Unit Rates 

Comparing Rates 

Measurement Conversions 

 

Multi-Digit Operations    

Decimals Operations (Add, Subtract, Multiply) 

Dividing Multi-Digit Numbers 

Dividing Decimals 

Common Factors & Multiples 

 

MARKING PERIOD 2: 
Percents 

Intro to Percents 

Percents, Decimals & Fractions 

Percent of Number 

Percent Applications 

 

Fraction Operations 

Multiplying Fractions 
Fraction Division Models 
Dividing Fractions  
Multiplying & Dividing Mixed Numbers 
 

Rational Numbers & The Coordinate Plane 

Intro to Integers 

Comparing Rational Numbers  

Intro to Inequalities  

Coordinate Plane 

MARKING PERIOD 3: 

Expressions 
Power & Exponents 
Order of Ops 
Variables & Expressions  
Evaluating Expressions  
Equivalent Expressions  
The Distributive Property  
 

Equations 

Equations & Solutions  

Solving One-Variable Equations 

Percent Equations   

Input-Output Tables  

Writing Two-Variable Equations  

Graphing Two-Variable Equations  

 

MARKING PERIOD 4: 

Geometry 

Area of Polygons & Composite Figures 

Nets & Surface Area  

Volume of Rectangular Prisms 

 

Statistics 

Statistical Questions 

Measures of Central Tendency 

Measures of Variability 

Data Displays 

Describing Distributions 

 

 

**Integer Operations with remaining time to prepare for 7th Grade 
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Ratios & Rates: Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. 

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

 
➔ What is a ratio? How can a ratio help us understand relationships between quantities? 
 
➔ How can unit rates help to make comparisons and solve problems?  

 
➔ A ratio is a comparison of two quantities, ratios are used to make comparisons through equivalent 

fractions, models such as pictures, tables, graphs, and equations. 
 
➔ Reason through unit price, better buy.  

 

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives: Alignment to NJSLS: Recommend Activities/Strategies:   Assessment Check points: 

★ Write a ratio to describe a 

relationship between 2 quantities. 

★ Compare and contrast ratios. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.RP.A.1 Understand the 

concept of a ratio and use ratio language 

to describe a ratio relationship between 

two quantities. For ex., “The ratio of wings 

to beaks in the bird house at the zoo was 2:1, 

because for every 2 wings there was 1 beak.” 

“For every vote candidate A rec’d, candidate 

C rec’d nearly 3 votes.”  

 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 1.1  
★ DE -  Concept 1.1 
★ DE - Concept 1.2  
★ Thinking Blocks - Solve ratio word problems using models 
★ Thinking Blocks Tool - Create & model ratio word problems 
★ Math Snacks - Ratios video & activity 
★ Dunk Tank - Ratio game 
★ Ratio Rumble - Ratio game 

 

 

Objectives to be Assessed:  

● Ratios, 

● Ratio Tables 

● Rates & Unit Rates 

● Measurement Conversions 

 
 

 

Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer Games 

 

Assessments 

● Quizzes 

● Test 

● PBLs 

● Performance Assessment 

 

★ Determine equivalent ratios. 

 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.RP.A.3  

Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-

world and mathematical problems, e.g., by 

reasoning about tables of equivalent 

ratios, tape diagrams, double number line 

diagrams, or equations.  

★ 6.RP.A.3a Make tables of 

equivalent ratios relating quantities 

with whole-number measurements, 

find missing values in the tables, 

and plot the pairs of values on the 

coordinate plane. Use tables to 

compare ratios. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 1.2 
★ Desmos - Take a Hike w/Ratio Tables 
★ Khan Academy- Ratio tables practice 

https://www.mathplayground.com/tb_ratios/index.html
https://www.mathplayground.com/thinking_blocks_modeling_tool/index.html
http://mathsnacks.com/baddate.html
http://files.pbslearningmedia.org/dlos/wnet/dlo4.html
http://mathsnacks.com/ratio-rumble.html
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/56be6a214a30a80c0f4bdbb6
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-ratios-rates/pre-algebra-visualize-ratios/e/solving-ratio-problems-with-tables
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★ Identify rate and create a 

definition for unit rate. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.RP.A.2 Understand the 

concept of a unit rate a/b associated with a 

ratio a:b with b ≠ 0, & use rate language in 

context of a ratio relationship. For ex, “This 

recipe has a ratio of 3 cups of flour to 4 cups 

of sugar, so there is 3/4 cup of flour for ea. 

cup of sugar.” “We paid $75 for 15 burgers, a 

rate of $5 per burger.”  

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 1.3 
★ DE - Concept 4.1  
★ Unit Rates and ratios activity 
★ Unit price - Project 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

★ Apply knowledge of ratios and 

rates to solve real world 

problems. 

NJSLS.Math.6.RP.A.3  

Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-

world and mathematical problems, e.g., by 

reasoning about tables of equivalent 

ratios, tape diagrams, double number line 

diagrams, or equations.  

★ 6.RP.A.3b Solve unit rate problems 

including those involving unit pricing and 

constant speed. For example, if it took 7 

hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, 

how many lawns could be mowed in 35 

hours? At what rate were lawns being 

mowed? 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 1.4 
★ Scale City - Ratios and Scale Interactive Problem Solving 
★ New-Tritional Info -Unit rates and ratio reasoning in regards to 

Mcdonald's items. 
★ Sugar Packets (PBL) 
★ Nana’s Chocolate Milk (PBL) 
★ Nana’s Chocolate Milk Hyperdoc 
★ Desmos- Ratio reasoning activities 
★ Sticky Note Challenge 
★ Quizizz - Ratios, rates & unit rates review quiz 

★ Convert measurements using 

ratio reasoning . 

★ 6.RP.A.3d Use ratio reasoning to convert 

measurement units; manipulate and 

transform units appropriately when 

multiplying or dividing quantities. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 1.5 
★ DE-  4.2 Convert Measurements using Ratios Investigation 1 
★ Conversions Chart - Google Doc 
★ Guided notes - Google Slide 
★ Units of measure activities 
★ Rock, paper, scissor - Conversions game 
★ Measurement Menu - Practice games 

 

Instructional Adjustments: Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 

Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v7C-zDF8WIdugXdhUMI3mTWHhdF9ZdOS/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Nm04UBtXadQiqqge4TxDYO6ZP8lp-InDOBMFip7AQjc/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/asset/mket_int_scalequiz/
http://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/newtritional-info
http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/sugarpackets/
http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/nana/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vYwNN6rV8AGNjBPf8bPnxu3mIcaCw3bRh1XBoXL_UpQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gCpQAhFITLKDYKALR_t76ErpcPBwAiFVls0l73O6wyA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1B6Ujj5pCh9SNHAEI1FkT2kbjakQ18P7jCM65pLpGigQ
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5a275a5f17a65010001cd8ba/ratios-rates-unit-rate
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e1OQmfsustTXzNa7Opy1-aXBJPMTXl4kJi_QWONTzgo
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1G4DVfGhTETqBgjIG0iEV-FDMilQcfPbar9g5bMWq7D4/edit#slide=id.g2ef8c97e38_0_8
https://sites.google.com/a/twinriversusd.org/6th-grade-math-ccss/Ch-6--Units-of-Measure
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11TaUKxHtVDKtaHT9u5MGqHlEn-LMNgVv
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/menus/measurement.htm
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Multi-Digit Operations: Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors and multiples. 

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ Is it possible to represent numbers in different ways and how is that useful? 
 
 

➔ Why is place value important when performing decimal operations?  
 
 

➔ Why and how does the standard algorithm for dividing multi-digit numbers work? 
 
 

➔ How can we interpret the quotient of division word problems? 
 

➔ How can we use factors to rewrite numbers and identify relationships between them? 
 

➔ Numbers can be represented in multiple ways, including decimal form. Operations with 
decimals can facilitate solving real world problems. 

 
➔ Place value is important in establishing and understanding the algorithms for each decimal 

operation.  
 

➔ Composing and decomposing numbers according to place value is the basis for the 
standard algorithm for division. 

 
➔ The context of a problem determines the reasonableness of a solution. 

 
➔ A number can be broken down into its factors. Common multiples and factors can be 

identified, including least common multiple and greatest common factor. 

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives Alignment to NJSLS Recommend Activities/Strategies   Assessment Check points 

★ Recall and relate place value of 

decimals. 

★ Add, subtract, and multiply multi-

digit decimals using the standard 

algorithm. 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.B.3  

Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide 

multi-digit decimals using the standard 

algorithm for each operation. 

★ Ed Gems- Lessons 2.1 and 2.2 

★ DE 3.2 - Decimal Multiplication Investigation 1  using area 

(interactive) 

★ Multiplying Decimals Scoot - free download TPT 

★ Coinstar (PBL) 

★ Fun Brain Game - operations with decimals practice game 

★ Decimals Workshop - decimal operation practice 

★ Cool Math - self-correcting decimal cruncher for all operations 

★ Jeopardy Rocks - decimal operations jeopardy game 

★ Decimal Operations Review - Google Slide 

★ Candy Conundrum - Adding & subtracting decimals 

★ Workin’ on the Weekend - Adding & subtracting decimals 

★ Quizizz - Multiplying & Dividing Decimals Review 

Objectives to be Assessed:  

● Decimal Operations 

● Division 

● Factors and Multiples 

 

 
Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer Games 

 

Assessments 

● Quizzes 

● Test 

● PBLs 

● Performance Assessment 

★ Find the quotient of multi-digit 

numbers using the standard 

algorithm. 

★ Understand place value and its  

importance when dividing. 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.B.2  

Fluently divide multi-digit numbers using 

the standard algorithm. 

★ Ed Gems- Lessons 2.3 and 2.4 

★ DE - 2.1 Engage & Investigation 1 

★ Long Division Practice - Division of multi-digit numbers practice 

★ Math Mountain - Step-by-step practice of long division algorithm 

★ Millionaire Game - Long division game for 6th grade 

★ Error analysis - TPT free download 

★ Youtube Video - Silly video to help remember the steps 

★ Long Division WS - Practice with gridlines for organization 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Multiplying-Decimals-Scoot-235537
http://robertkaplinsky.com/work/how-much-money-are-the-coins-worth/
http://www.funbrain.com/football/
http://mrnussbaum.com/decimals-workshop/
http://www.coolmath.com/prealgebra/02-decimals/decimals-cruncher/multiplication
https://www.jeopardy.rocks/addsubtractmultiplydecimals
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gze82c0DFe0n2n4sklO2juTYBqguCe57Z9AfzTohJd0/edit#slide=id.p4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oM2eF3aR5koVyj8p1sKHTm6PtQXJKJOYDv5d5im61QE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wES9Ejg_8oWkQ3TMJI0_MdYR_7BpjwztLc42VebwhO8
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/59f139762bd0cc14001c3bfb/multiplying-dividing-decimals-review
http://www.kidsnumbers.com/long-division.php
https://www.funbrain.com/games/math-mountain
http://www.kidsmathtv.com/free/long-division-game-for-6th-grade-millionaire-game/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/Detective-Error-Analysis-freebie-1-2975513
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uZiqk_ZdcA&disable_polymer=true
https://tinyurl.com/y8drj2fv
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★ Divide multi-digit decimals using 

the standard algorithm. 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.B.3  

Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide 

multi-digit decimals using the standard 

algorithm for each operation. 

★ Ed Gems- Lesson 2.5 

★ DE 3.2 How much money? -  Investigation 2 (decimal division) 

★ DE 3.2 How much will a party cost? - Apply 3 

★ Fun Brain Game - operations with decimals practice game 

★ Decimals Workshop - decimal operation practice 

★ Jeopardy Rocks - decimal operations jeopardy game 

★ Decimal Operations Review - Google Slide 

★ Quizizz - Multiplying & Dividing Decimals Review 

★ Invented problems - Number system 

 

 

★ Write prime factors of composite 

numbers. 
★ Identify the greatest common 

factor (GCF) and least common 

multiple (LCM) of two whole 

numbers. 

★ Writing equivalent expressions 

using the GCF and distributive 

property. 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.B.4  

Find the greatest common factor of 2 whole 

#’s less than or equal to 100 and the least 

common multiple of 2 whole #’s less than 

or equal to 12. Use the distributive property 

to express a sum of two whole numbers 1–

100 with a common factor as a multiple of a 

sum of two whole numbers with no 

common factor. For example, express 36 + 8 

as 4 (9 + 2). 

★ Ed Gems- Lesson 2.6 

★ Class activity - Factors & GCF 

★  Intro activity - GCF & LCM 

★ Kahoot - GCF review Kahoot game 

★ Shipping Routes - LCM Intro (PBL- Dan Meyer) 

★ Yummy Math - LCM Lunar New Year (PBL) 

★ Word problem sort - GCF & LCM 

★ Quizizz - Prime factorization, GCF & LCM review quiz 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.funbrain.com/football/
http://mrnussbaum.com/decimals-workshop/
https://www.jeopardy.rocks/addsubtractmultiplydecimals
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gze82c0DFe0n2n4sklO2juTYBqguCe57Z9AfzTohJd0/edit#slide=id.p4
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/59f139762bd0cc14001c3bfb/multiplying-dividing-decimals-review
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fifRSNA7uUheSVykE5Gl5BUwB0DYLoBE3ITtDIaLtNg
http://www.rundesroom.com/2012/04/still-having-fun-with-factors-and.html
http://simplifyingradicals2.blogspot.com/2013/09/gcf-introduction.html
https://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/bd90859f-d4d9-4571-97c6-1b2a3b49eb24
http://www.101qs.com/2468-shipping-routes
https://www.yummymath.com/2018/lunar-new-year-2018/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eoboklJk2M15n-AWB1r7GS4CJ-ZKXid9_WEuXaTEKSo
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/59d38bcb32bc181100c184f4/prime-factorization-lcm-gcf
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Percents:  Apply and extend our understanding of rational numbers and include percent application.  

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ What are percents? How do they relate to ratios?  
 

➔ What is the relationship between fractions, decimals and percents?  
 

➔ How can rates, ratios, and proportional reasoning help us better understand the use of ratios and 
rates in the world around us? 

 
 

➔ Fractions and decimals have percent equivalents. Percent is a ratio comparing the part to 
the whole. 

➔ A percent is a ratio that compares a number to 100.  
➔ Become flexible moving between fractions, decimals and percents.  
➔ Find the whole when given the part and the percent.  
➔ Solve real- world percent problems involving discounts and mark-ups.  

 

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives Alignment to NJSLS Recommend Activities/Strategies   Assessment Check points 

★ Convert between fractions, 

decimals and percents 

 

★ 6.RP.A.3c Find a percent of a quantity as 

a rate per 100 (e.g., 30% of a quantity 

means 30/100 times the quantity); solve 

problems involving finding the whole, 

given a part and the percent. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 3.1 & 3.2 

★ DE 4.3 FDP - Investigation 1 

★ Ratios, rates & percents review - Google Slide 

★ Interactive Puzzle  

★ Matching Game  

★ Dunk Tank 

★ Desmos - Battery 

Objectives to be Assessed:  

● Converting between fractions, decimals 

and percents 

● Percent of a number 

● Discounts/Mark-ups using percents 

 

Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer Games 

 

Assessments 

★ Quizzes 

★ Test 

★ PBLs 

★ Performance Assessment 

 

★ Find the percent of a number 

 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 3.3 

★ DE 4.3 Finding the Part - Investigation 3 

★ DE 4.3 Finding the Whole - Investigation 4 

★ Word Problem Practice 

★ Desmos - Pondering Percent 

★ Open Middle - Challenge 

 

★ Solve problems involving 

discounts and markups.  

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 3.4 

★ DE 4.3 Black Friday Master Shopper - Investigation 6 

★ Amazon Percent Discount (PBL) 

★ Dueling Discounts - 3 Act Math Task 

★ Dueling Discounts - Workspace 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18asip2I-X1EplYZoyB_07jV1c2IChQGRXHy_TiOnu-M
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/120/match_fractions_decimals_and_percentages
http://sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/percentage/MatchingPercentFraction.htm
https://nj.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/f79f8bb4-ef77-4ca5-afa8-4e5c69211786/f79f8bb4-ef77-4ca5-afa8-4e5c69211786/
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/5a21b4c53909e70d138d2bc5
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/6.78-percents-of-numbers
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/57d44f57265aed741c0b2d57
https://www.openmiddle.com/related-percentages/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/threeacts/amazon.zip
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ou03h7VC45EKuDM_UU5v_R0eJKg2zYRG0ErszjWiT-8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fjLgEyF3DzTksExAKznL-pPWZdix75bKt25jreCIk0Q
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Fraction Operations: Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to divide fractions by fractions. 

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ How can multiplication and division of fractions be modeled? 

 

➔ What is the relationship between division of whole numbers and multiplication of 

fractions reciprocals? 

 

➔ How can multiplication and division of fractions be used to represent and 

understand real-world, and mathematical problems? 

➔ Physical models are an authentic way to solve and explain real-world 
mathematical situations. 
 

➔ A fraction division calculation can be changed to an equivalent multiplication 
calculation 

 
➔ When you multiply or divide mixed numbers you must first rename them as 

improper fractions.  

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives Alignment to NJSLS Recommend Activities/Strategies   Assessment Check points 

★ Multiply fractions using models 

and the algorithm 

6.NS.A.1 Interpret and compute quotients of 

fractions, and solve word problems involving 

division of fractions by fractions, e.g., by using 

visual fraction models and equations to 

represent the problem. For ex., create a story 

context for (⅔) ÷ (¾) and use a visual fraction 

model to show the quotient; use the 

relationship between multiplication and 

division to explain that (⅔)÷ (¾) = 8/9 because 

¾ of 8/9 is ⅔. (In general, (a/b) ÷ (c/d) = 

ad/bc.) How much chocolate will each person 

get if 3 people share ½ lb of chocolate 

equally? How many ¾-cup servings are in ⅔ 

of a cup of yogurt? How wide is a rectangular 

strip of land with length ¾ mi and area ½ 

square mi?. 

★ Ed Gems Lesson 4.1 

★ Khan Academy - Multiply fractions using models 

★ Math Millionaire  

★ Area Models 

★ IXL Model Questions 

Objectives to be Assessed:  

● Multiply Fractions 

● Divide Fractions 

● Find the products and 

quotients of mixed numbers 

 

Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer Games 

 

Assessments 

★ Quizzes 

★ Test 

★ PBLs 

★ Performance 

Assessment 

 

★ Divide fractions using models 

 

★ Find quotients of expressions 

involving two fractions 

★ Ed Gems - Lessons 4.2 & 4.3 

★ DE - 3.1 Dividing Fractions 

★ Khan Academy - Understanding Division of Fractions 

★ Dividing fractions practice - Google doc 

★ Thinking Blocks - Solve fraction word problems using models 

★ Divide Fractions with Models 

★ Open Middle (Challenge) 

 

 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/fraction-arithmetic/arith-review-multiply-fractions/v/visualizing-fraction-products
http://www.math-play.com/Multiplying-Fractions-Millionaire/Multiplying-Fractions-Millionaire.html
https://nj.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.nf.fracmultmodel/area-models-for-multiplication-of-fractions/
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-5/multiply-two-fractions-using-models
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/fraction-arithmetic/arith-review-dividing-fractions/v/conceptual-understanding-of-dividing-fractions-by-fractions
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14hMFSzND3YQOJLH6gLBrfa_yzPotFGycA33cE1mttBw
https://www.mathplayground.com/tb_fractions/index.html
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/6.24-divide-by-fractions-with-models
https://www.openmiddle.com/fraction-division-2/
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★ Find the products and quotients 

of expressions that include mixed 

numbers.  

★ Ed Gems - Lessons 4.4 

★ Converting Mixed Numbers Game  

★ Divide Fractions & Mixed Numbers Practice 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mathplayground.com/fractions_mixed.html
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/6.29-divide-fractions-and-mixed-numbers
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Rational Numbers and the Coordinate Plane: Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational 

numbers and the coordinate plane. 

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ What does it mean to have less than zero?  
 

➔ How can I describe a situation using positive & negative numbers?  
 

➔ What is absolute value? 
 

➔ How can I compare rational numbers? 
 

➔ How do inequalities represent real-world situations?  
 

➔ What is a coordinate plane? How does a coordinate plane help you solve real-world 
problems? 

➔ A number less than zero is negative and is the opposite of a whole number.  
 

➔ Negative numbers are used to represent situations with debt and measuring temperature, 
sea level, etc. and can help solve real word problems. 

 
➔ Absolute value is the distance from zero. 

 
➔ Inequalities can be used to represent real world situations where there is not one definitive 

answer. 
 

➔ A coordinate plane is an extension of a number line to another dimension. Using a coordinate 
plane helps to locate objects on a plane. 

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives: Alignment to NJSLS: Recommend Activities/Strategies:   Assessment Check points: 

 

★ Represent real-world situations 

using positive and negative 

numbers. 

 

★ Compare and order integers 

 

★ Develop an understanding of the 

meaning of “opposite of a 

number.”  

★ Identify the absolute value of a 

number 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.C.5  

Understand that positive and negative numbers are 

used together to describe quantities having opposite 

directions or values (e.g., temperature above/below 

zero, elevation above/below sea level, credits/debits, 

positive/negative electric charge); use positive and 

negative numbers to represent quantities in real-world 

contexts, explaining the meaning of 0 in each situation. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.C.7  

Understand ordering and absolute value of rational 

numbers. 

★ 6.NS.C.7c Understand the absolute value of a rational 

number as its distance from 0 on the number line; 

interpret absolute value as magnitude for a positive or 

negative quantity in a real-world situation. For 

example, for an account balance of –30 dollars, write 

|–30| = 30 to describe the size of the debt in dollars. 

 

★ 6.NS.C.7d Distinguish comparisons of absolute value 

from statements about order. For example, recognize 

that an account balance less than –30 dollars 

represents a debt greater than 30 dollars. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 7.1 

★ DE 5.1 Explore the Number line - Engage 

★ DE 5.1 Plotting & Comparing Numbers- Investigation 1 

★ DE 5.1  Investigation 2 - Can You Have an Opposite? 

★ DE 5.3  Absolute Value - Investigation 1 (interactive)  

★ Intro - Absolute value do now   

★ Absolute value guided notes - Google Slide 

★ Weather Extremes PBL - Compare record high and low 

temps (integers) and use absolute value 

★ Comparing heights & depths - research application 

★ Integer PBL 

★ Integers guided notes - Google Slide 

★ Quizlet - Comparing and ordering integers 

 

Objectives to be Assessed:  

★ Integers 

★ Opposites 

★ Absolute Value 

★ Compare and order rational 

numbers 

★ Inequalities 

★ Coordinate Plane 

★ Polygons & the coordinate 

plane 

 

 

 

Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer Games 

 

Assessments (Quizzes, Tests, PBL’s) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OPO4-ZkWjraDibMq010nYZhirf9QmSII7D4dJ0V0Gwc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iKKtlwh1Z1fUlRpy6kVbyDpjAxEXb5sH78trntRbbEg
http://www.yummymath.com/2015/weather-extremes-2/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17gKiCcJjcvmIUADiC908Br7GhEP3vnyJ5SSzvUWW-sk
http://robertkaplinsky.com/work/temperature-drop/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Na5o-bj1HgvCBMDRmsNPBSqZBGACwzzBHhu9M0UMbW0
https://quizlet.com/137425770/compare-and-order-integers-flash-cards/
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★ Identify rational numbers on the 

number line 

 

★ Develop understanding of the 

meaning of the “opposite of a 

number.” 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.C.6  

Understand a rational number as a point on the number 

line. Extend number line diagrams and coordinate axes 

familiar from previous grades to represent points on 

the line and in the plane with negative number 

coordinates. 

★ 6.NS.C.6a Recognize opposite signs of numbers as 

indicating locations on opposite sides of 0 on the 

number line; recognize that the opposite of the 

opposite of a number is the number itself, e.g., –(–3) = 

3, and that 0 is its own opposite. 

★ Ed Gem - Lesson 7.2 

★ DE 5.2 Comparing Rational Numbers - Investigation 2 

★ Comparing and ordering rational number cards 

★ Integers, Abs. Value & Rational #s Review - practice 

links  

★ Quizizz - Integers & Rational Numbers Review 

 

 

 

★ Represent and write inequalities 

 

★ Relate a written inequality to the 

position of numbers on the 

number line. 

 

★ Compare and interpret rational 

numbers in real-world contexts. 

 

 

 

 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.B.8 Write an inequality of the form x 

> c or x < c to represent a constraint or condition in a 

real-world or mathematical problem. Recognize that 

inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infinitely 

many solutions; represent solutions of such 

inequalities on number line diagrams. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.C.7  

Understand ordering and absolute value of rational 

numbers. 

★ 6.NS.C.7a Interpret statements of inequality as 

statements about the relative position of two numbers 

on a number line diagram. For example, interpret –3 > 

–7 as a statement that –3 is located to the right of –7 

on a number line oriented from left to right. 

 

★ 6.NS.C.7b Write, interpret, and explain statements of 

order for rational numbers in real-world contexts. For 

example, write –3 C > –7 C to express the fact that –3 

C is warmer than –7 C. 

 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 7.3 

★ DE 8.2 Exploring Inequalities - Engage 

★ DE 8.2 Exploring Inequalities on a number line - 

Investigation 1  

★ DE 8.2 Writing Inequalities - Investigation 2 

★ illustrative Math PBL - Fishing adventure inequalities 

task 

★ What Rides Can You Go On? PBL - Inequalities in the 

real world 

★ Matching activity - Google Slide 

★ Represent solutions of Inequalities - Guided notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

★ Understand that signs of 

numbers in ordered pairs 

indicate their location on the 

coordinate plane.  

 

★ Compare and contrast 

reflections to the signs of a set of 

ordered pairs.  

 

★ Plot pairs of rational numbers on 

the coordinate plane. 

★ 6.NS.C.6b Understand signs of numbers in ordered 

pairs as indicating locations in quadrants of the 

coordinate plane; recognize that when two ordered 

pairs differ only by signs, the locations of the points are 

related by reflections across one or both axes. 

 

★ 6.NS.C.6c Find and position integers and other rational 

numbers on a horizontal or vertical number line 

diagram; find and position pairs of integers and other 

rational numbers on a coordinate plane. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 7.4 

★ DE 6.1 Archeological Dig - Engage 

★ DE 6.1 Scavenger Hunt  - Investigation 1 

★ Game Over Gopher - Plotting coordinate points game 

★ Intro to coordinate plane - Do now 

★ Intro to coordinate plane - Discovery activity 

★ Geogebra - Reflections investigation 

★ Graphing reflections activity 

★ Quadrants & reflections - Discovery activity 

★ Reflections guided notes - Google Slide 

★ Battle Boats - Coordinate Plane 

★ Coordinate Plane Activity 

 

 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Ordering-and-Comparing-Rational-Number-Cards-2841903
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LqWgmBS8D2HL9J2P2e0x3WxawpIMP1VrfgeLhT-hTqY
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5aa68668a2d476001c03975d/integers-rational-numbers-review
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/tasks/642
http://robertkaplinsky.com/work/rides/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xcl6Pt0X34zERyx-EcaKtcq8FYh8biKU27pKJepiuSA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tqHwe074PHYGZGatpGbJAj6cbCDgPxqX2zJ83kK7dXQ
http://mathsnacks.com/game-over-gopher.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xHlep3OCkVCfkqZ0pyWg4ZuzGm2bXIes3DCkSXCw-X0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d4yQpdEVIJQOx2Izy8xUhnTPd15CWCJiWqZqqbzpXC4
https://tube.geogebra.org/m/88092
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Graphing-Reflections-and-Distance-Between-Two-Points-2842269
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kR6Q8c1GUpOPdin6iP5xZ8mE0_Bb2dJxoqxxyjfL7_g
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QyvkPj8En_EKJoeAqE54zFC1dD2LoGSVGhS7cbdTcTI
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/589115413a0694210508c17e
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/563d705f36a7843710aba2ce
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★ Analyze and solve real-world 

problems involving the coordinate 

plane. 

 

★ Solve real world area problems 

by plotting polygons in the 

coordinate plane. 

NJSLS.Math.6.NS.C.8  

Solve real-world and mathematical problems by 

graphing points in all four quadrants of the coordinate 

plane. Include use of coordinates and absolute value to 

find distances between points with the same first 

coordinate or the same second coordinate. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.G.A.3  

Draw polygons in the coordinate plane given 

coordinates for the vertices; use coordinates to find 

the length of a side joining points with the same first 

coordinate or the same second coordinate. Apply these 

techniques in the context of solving real-world and 

mathematical problems. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 7.5 

★ DE 6.1 Mapping classroom objects - Investigation 2 

★ DE 6.2 Use coordinate geometry - Engage 

★ DE 6.2 Use coordinate geometry - Investigation 2 

★ Foldable(small group) 

★ Coordinate distances - Do now 

★ GeoCaching - Extension activity 

★ Review - Google slide 

★ Task Cards 

★ Khan academy - Drawing polygons w/coordinates 

★ Khan academy - Drawing polygons challenge 

★ Desmos - Target Practice 

★ Desmos - Battleship 

 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

Shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Co-ordinate-Grid-Notes-942731
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T6NsS5fs6Gm84IHDShTDWU3VhKGD4-OQNqQYlKUa9Ok
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Pc7b4yS7HeGMsWI_t51KKrxXvItj0RP1A1bCEExYNH4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y4fwsP6SRQ7SGdFn3mhgc7xVjaSvGmUlY_vT1gqvfzA
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Coordinate-Plane-Task-Cards-3703048
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geo-coord-plane/polygons-in-the-coordinate-plane/e/drawing-polygons
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/geometry-home/geometry-coordinate-plane/geometry-polygons-coordinate-plane/e/drawing-polygons-2
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/563d705f36a7843710aba2ce
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/589115413a0694210508c17e
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Expressions: Extend students’ understanding of expressions involving numerical and algebraic expressions to evaluate 

expressions and generate equivalent expressions.  

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ What are exponents? How can exponents be used to rewrite expressions? 

 
➔ How can we represent mathematical expressions that have unknown numbers? 
 
➔ What does it mean for two expressions to be equivalent? 

 

➔ An exponent is the number that indicates how many times the base is used as a factor. 
Expressions with repeated factors can be rewritten in exponential form. 

 
➔ Variables can be used to represent unknown quantities in mathematical expressions. 

 
➔ Two or more expressions are equivalent if their values are equal. Inequalities are used 

when two expressions are not equivalent.  

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives: Alignment to NJSLS: Recommend Activities/Strategies:   Assessment Check 

Points: 

★ Connect that exponential 

notation indicates 

repeated multiplication. 

 

★ Evaluate expressions 

with whole-number 

exponents. 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.A.1  

Write and evaluate numerical expressions involving 

whole-number exponents.  

 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 5.1  

★ Penny-a-day task - PBL intro 

★ Notes - TPT free download 

★ Guided notes - Google Doc 

★ Desmos - Exponent Card Sort 

★ IXL - Missing Exponent  

 

 

Objectives to be 

Assessed:  

 

● Exponents & Order of 

Operations 

● Algebraic 

Expressions 

● Evaluating 

Expressions 

● Equivalent 

Expressions 

 

 
Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer 

Games 

 

Assessments (Quizzes, Tests, 

 

★ Evaluate and write 

numerical expressions 

involving order of 

operations with 

exponents. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 5.2 

★ BrainPOP - Order of Operations video and quiz 

★ Royal Rescue - Order of Operations game 

★ Quizlet - Order of Operations assessment 

★ Rap - PEMDAS song 

★ DE - analyze the error 

★ Foldable - free download TPT (focused note-taking) 

★ QR Task Cards- free download TPT 

★ Desmos - Twin Puzzles 

★ Translate mathematical 

sentences into algebraic 

expressions. 

 

 

 

 

 

★ Identify parts of an 

expression. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.A.2  

Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which 

letters stand for numbers.  

 

★ 6.EE.A.2a Write expressions that record operations 

with numbers and with letters standing for numbers. 

For example, express the calculation “Subtract y 

from 5” as 5 – y.  

 

★ 6.EE.A.2b Identify parts of an expression using 

mathematical terms (sum, term, product, factor, 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 5.3  

★ DE - 7.1 Algebraic Expressions Engage 

★ DE - 7.1 Algebraic Expressions Investigation 3 

★ Khan Academy - Variables and expressions videos and practice 

problems 

★ Video - Understanding Algebraic Terms 

★ Translating expressions -  guided notes 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CPWbjgX59DcepkvbYZgFpic2GVHdwkT4gIx5O_qcR10/edit
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREE-Exponents-Doodle-Notes-2189572
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tPmLTSlY4en08XX_y9tObhVk2QvmQiZtsQrkbzCRMx8/edit
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/58f13bed07a1a80614c51c0a
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-6/find-the-missing-exponent-or-base
https://www.brainpop.com/math/numbersandoperations/orderofoperations/
http://mrnussbaum.com/orderops/
https://quizlet.com/88505104/scatter
https://youtu.be/4xsyXu9J8CA
https://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/techbook/units/8F42D280-DE3E-4D4D-8357-17649AFD1568/concepts/6A34B597-26E2-4801-85D0-DDB90B781CC3
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Doodle-Notes-FREE-Order-of-Operations-Foldable-PEMDAS-2502453
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Order-of-Operations-QR-Code-Task-Cards-982162
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/57ae458a697f767c75597801
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/k-8-grades/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-expressions-and-variables
https://youtu.be/BHtE3JyZ-UQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-f9C1Amd4UCa_hnYfcmvLEZdE0TiB6yWfpSFRDslKE4
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★ Evaluate algebraic 

expressions and express 

real-world problems 

algebraically. 

quotient, coefficient); view one or more parts of an 

expression as a single entity. For example, describe 

the expression 2 (8 + 7) as a product of two factors; 

view (8 + 7) as both a single entity and a sum of two 

terms.  

 

★ 6.EE.A.2c Evaluate expressions at specific values 

of their variables. Include expressions that arise 

from formulas used in real-world problems. Perform 

arithmetic operations, including those involving 

whole-number exponents, in the conventional order 

when there are no parentheses to specify a 

particular order (Order of Operations). For example, 

use the formulas V = s3 and A = 6 s2 to find the 

volume and surface area of a cube with sides of 

length s = 1/2.  

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.6  

Use variables to represent whole numbers and 

write expressions when solving a real-world or 

mathematical problem; understand that a variable 

can represent an unknown number, or, depending 

on the purpose at hand, any number in a specified 

set.  

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 5.4  
★ DE - 7.2 - Investigation 1, Hands-On Activity 
★ iknowit - Online practice with tables included (Basic expressions) 
★ Quia - Rags to Riches Game 
★ IXL - Evaluating Expressions with 2 Variables 

 

PBL’s) 

 

 

★ Apply the properties of 

operations to identify 

equivalent algebraic 

expressions.  

 

 

★ Recognize and combine 

like terms to generate 

equivalent expressions 

 

 

 

★ Define and identify when  

algebraic expressions are 

equivalent. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.A.3  

Apply the properties of operations to generate 

equivalent expressions. For example, apply the 

distributive property to the expression 3 (2 + x) to 

produce the equivalent expression 6 + 3x; apply the 

distributive property to the expression 24x + 18y to 

produce the equivalent expression 6 (4x + 3y); apply 

properties of operations to y + y + y to produce the 

equivalent expression 3y.  

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.A.4 Identify when two 

expressions are equivalent (i.e., when the two 

expressions name the same number regardless of 

which value is substituted into them). For example, 

the expressions y + y + y and 3y are equivalent 

because they name the same number regardless of 

which number y stands for.  

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 5.5 - Equivalent Expressions  

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 5.6 - Distributive Property  

★ DE - 7.3 Engage “Keep it Level”  

★ DE - 7.3 - Using Properties to identify equivalent expressions 

investigation 1 

★ DE - 7.3 - Using Distributive Property to identify equivalent expressions 

investigation 2 

★ Equivalent Expressions - guided notes 

★ DE - 7.3 - Combining Properties to identify equivalent expressions 

investigation 3 

★ Combining like terms Activity 
★ Manipulative 
★ Combining like terms DI 
★ Equivalent expressions activity 
★ Desmos - Properties Card Sort 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

 

https://www.iknowit.com/lessons/e-evaluating-algebraic-expressions.html
https://www.quia.com/rr/195129.html?AP_rand=377282375
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-6/evaluate-multi-variable-expressions
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DHXdCKO1M27k6aT_Jbt9u5zj9lVZ8JofLf5lC3Cs_u0
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Combine-Like-Terms-Color-Activity-3302093
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Combining-Like-Terms-Expression-to-Cut-Apart-and-Simplify-974303
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Combining-Like-Terms-Relay-Race-2422886
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/Equivalent-Expressions-Matching-Activity-2571060
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/57dc344638858c670859e01f
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 Equations:  Apply students’ understanding of expressions to equations to determine the solution to an equation with one 

variable.  

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ What does it mean for a number to be a solution to an equation?  
 

➔ How can we use our knowledge of expressions to write and solve equations?  
 

➔ What ways can we represent the solutions to equations with two variables?  

➔ One variable equations have one solution that can be determined by applying inverse 
operations.  

 
➔ Variables can be used to represent unknown quantities in mathematical equations.  

 
➔ Solutions of equations with two variables can be represented in an input-output table and 

graphed on a coordinate plane.  

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives: Alignment to NJSLS: Recommend Activities/Strategies:   Assessment Check 

Points: 

★ Prove true solutions to 

equations through 

substitution. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.B.5 Understand solving an 

equation or inequality as a process of answering a 

question: which values from a specified set, if any, 

make the equation or inequality true? Use 

substitution to determine whether a given number 

in a specified set makes an equation or inequality 

true.  

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.B.6 Use variables to represent 

numbers and write equations when solving a real-

world or mathematical problem; understand that a 

variable can represent an unknown number, or, 

depending on the purpose at hand, any number in a 

specified set. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 6.1 

★ How many blocks are in the bag? - Intro to equations 

★ Understanding Solutions of Equations -Guided notes 

★ Quizizz - Equations assessment 

 

 

 

 

Objectives to be 

Assessed:  

 

● One-Variable 

Equations 

● Two-Variable 

Equations  

● Writing & Solving 

Equations  

 

 
Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer 

Games 

 

Assessments (Quizzes, Tests, 

PBL’s) 

 

★ Apply inverse operations 

to solving equations  

 

★ Solve one-step equations 

with positive numbers, 

fractions, and decimals. 

 

★ Construct equations in 

relation to real world 

problems. 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.B.6 Use variables to represent 

numbers and write equations when solving a real-

world or mathematical problem; understand that a 

variable can represent an unknown number, or, 

depending on the purpose at hand, any number in a 

specified set. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.B.7 Solve real-world and 

mathematical problems by writing and solving 

equations of the form x + p = q and px = q for cases 

in which p, q and x are all nonnegative rational  

numbers.  

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 6.2 - Addition & Subtraction Equations  

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 6.3 - Multiplication & Division Equations  

★ DE - 8.1 - Investigation 1, Using a Pan Balance to Solve 

Equations   
★ DE - 8.1 - Investigation 2, Exploring Equations 

★ DE - 8.1 - Choosing a Method 

★ Khan Academy - Equations Video and Practice 

★ Math Play - One-Step Equations Game 

★ Hoop Shoot - Mult & Div equations game 

★ Equations Pong - One step equations game 

★ Quia - One-step equations Jeopardy 

★ 1-Step Equations Word Problem, Cut & Paste - free download 

TPT 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XbKkSnApnPpMCwpdzYH5pG98xoJw3ANTi1xlemnr7Vk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1i3OUiB0DBEnuSg15rs-8lDk6NMd3S8S_DQ3hEiebYUQ
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5626ab8d098fe18668229dfd
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/one-variable-linear-equations/alg1-one-step-mult-div-equations/e/linear_equations_1
http://www.math-play.com/soccer-math-one-step-equations-game/one-step-equations-game.html
http://www.crctlessons.com/one-step-equation-game.html
http://www.xpmath.com/forums/arcade.php?do=play&gameid=105
https://www.quia.com/cb/7721.html
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/One-Step-Equation-Word-Problems-Cut-and-Paste-Activity-2981422
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★ Illustrative Math - Morning Walk equations task (PBL)  

★ Write and solve percent 

equations.  

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.B.7 Solve real-world and 

mathematical problems by writing and solving 

equations of the form x + p = q and px = q for cases 

in which p, q and x are all nonnegative rational 

numbers.  

 

6.RP.A.3c Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 

100 (e.g., 30% of a quantity means 30/100 times the 

quantity); solve problems involving finding the whole, 

given a part and the percent. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 6.4  
★ Khan Academy - Percent Word Problems  

★ Create input-output 

tables for equations with 

two variables.  

 

 

★ Use equations to 

express the relationship 

between dependent and 

independent variables. 

 

 

★ Write equations for table 

graphs and contextual 

situations.  

 

 

★ Graph a two-variable 

equation on the 

coordinate plane.  

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.C.8 Solve real world and 

mathematical problems by graphing points in all 

four quadrants of the coordinate plane. Include use 

of coordinates and absolute value to find distances 

between points with the same first coordinate or 

the same second coordinate.  

 

NJSLS.Math.6.EE.C.9 Use variables to represent 

two quantities in a real-world problem that change 

in relationship to one another; write an equation to 

express one quantity, thought of as the dependent 

variable, in terms of the other quantity, thought of 

as the independent variable. Analyze the 

relationship between the dependent and 

independent variables using graphs and tables, and 

relate these to the equation. For example, in a 

problem involving motion at constant speed, list and 

graph ordered pairs of distances and times, and write 

the equation d = 65t to represent the relationship 

between distance and time. 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 8.1 : Input-Output Tables 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 8.2 : Writing Two-Variable Equations 

★ Ed Gems - Lesson 8.3 : Graphing Two-Variable Equations  

★ DE - 9.1 Relationships between 2 variables -  Investigation 2 

★ Quizizz - Writing & Solving Equations assessment 

★ Illustrative Math - Chocolate Bar Sales independent/dependent 

variable task. (PBL) 

★ Equation word problems - Google doc 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

  

https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/tasks/1107
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-ratios-rates/pre-algebra-percent-word-problems/e/percentage_word_problems_1
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/578f7b0b7ac6e0c101346520
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/tasks/806
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xAMeamAcpcTKLmo68TT_lUdg66TKmEpvgzmCvuYMgbQ
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Geometry: Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, and volume. 

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ How can we decompose shapes into more familiar ones? 
 
 
➔ How can we represent the surfaces of 3D objects in two dimensions? 
 
➔ What is a net? How are nets used  to find surface area and volume? 
 
 
➔ What is surface area?  
 
➔ What is volume?  

➔ Composite figures can be broken down into familiar figures. Finding the area of each familiar figure 
and adding them together is useful in finding the area of the entire irregular figure.  

 
➔ Vertices, edges, and faces of 3D objects can be identified to represented. 
 
➔ A net is a two-dimensional model of a three-dimensional figure. Nets are useful in finding surface 

area and volume in that it assists in visualizing each face of the three-dimensional shape.  
 
➔ Surface area is the total amount of area covering a three-dimensional figure.  
 
➔ Volume is the number of cubic units needed to fill a solid figure.  

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives: Alignment to NJSLS: Recommend Activities/Strategies:   Assessment Check points: 

★ Develop and apply strategies 

and formulas for finding the 

area of 2-dimensional figures. 

★ Apply area to composite figures. 

NJSLS.Math.6.G.A.1  

Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, 

special quadrilaterals, and polygons by 

composing into rectangles or decomposing 

into triangles and other shapes; apply these 

techniques in the context of solving real-world 

and mathematical problems. 

★ Ed Gems- Lessons 9.1, 9.2 & 9.3 

★ DE - 12.1 Parallelograms  Investigation 1 Google slide 

★ DE - 12.1 Triangles Investigation 2 Google slide 

★ DE - 12.1 Triangles Investigation 3 Google slide 

★ DE - 12.1 - Explore Area with Tangrams Extension 

★ Youcubed - Paper-folding task 

★ Illustrative Math- Wallpaper Decomposition 

★ Geogebra - area of parallelograms discovery 

★ Geogebra - area of trapezoid discovery 

★ Online quiz - Area of composite shapes 

★ Challenge: Investigating Irregular polygons 

Objectives to be Assessed:  

● Area of Polygons & Composite 

Figures 

● Nets & Surface Area  

● Volume of Rectangular Prisms 

 
 

Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer Games 

 

Assessments 

★ Quizzes 

★ Test 

★ PBLs 

★ Performance Assessment 

 

  

 

★ Draw nets for solids and find 

surface area by using a net. 

★ Apply formulas for finding the 

surface area of 3-dimensional 

figures. 

★ Apply concept of surface area 

to solve real-world application 

problems. . 

NJSLS.Math.6.G.A.4 Represent three- 

dimensional figures using nets made up of 

rectangles and triangles, and use the nets to 

find the surface area of these figures. Apply 

these techniques in the context of solving real-

world and mathematical problems. 

★ Ed Gems- Lesson 9.4 

★ Desmos: Nets & Surface Area 

★ Dandy Candies (PBL) 

★ Illustrative Math: Cristo’s Building  

★ Illustrative Math: Painting a Barn 

★ Area, Surface area & volume - Practice 

★ Develop and apply strategies 

and formulas for finding the 

volume of rectangular prisms 

with fractional dimensions. 

★ Solve real-world and 

NJSLS.Math.6.G.A.2  

Find the volume of a right rectangular prism 

with fractional edge lengths by packing it with 

unit cubes of the appropriate unit fraction 

edge lengths, and show that the volume is the 

★ Ed Gems- Lesson 9.5 

★ DE - 13.2 Calculate volume 

★ Desmos: Modeling with Unit Cubes 

★ Volume & Surface Area Interactive Problems 

★ Real world volume problems 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12u7-XrnLOIq4SYOj23-U9FYx4kL_vsx9j9HT4XkrOc0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G1p0Za3cwTcsJZWHjyVjJuFTyhDUN_NQroJ8lPKyZ3g
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uUlkw_EMAeAZU_rf3ElghKbLWxBfUbHXOiTYAlNGG2o
https://www.youcubed.org/tasks/paper-folding/'
https://s3.amazonaws.com/illustrativemathematics/attachments/000/010/717/original/student_task_1993.pdf?1462404768
https://www.geogebra.org/m/cR436B3b
https://www.geogebra.org/m/NR6gkNck
https://maisonetmath.com/QUIZZES/Area-Of-Composite-Shapes-8/quiz_html5.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q6ZcxYXmlQkNRbHUwG7B1f9Uqp1hI52B8vADZIXWB-4
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/570489a3493fc8d5195f5c6f
http://www.101qs.com/3038
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/G/A/tasks/545
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/G/A/tasks/135
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qUbcPhcKAYLG0lQnkQne04MwKKuCWiNGGmn73v7kgLo
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/adaukkadnc
https://www.brainingcamp.com/legacy/content/concepts/surface-area/problems.php
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Real-World-Volume-Problems-723169
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mathematical problems 

involving volume. 

same as would be found by multiplying the 

edge lengths of the prism. Apply the formulas 

V = l w h and V = b h to find volumes of right 

rectangular prisms with fractional edge 

lengths in the context of solving real-world 

and mathematical problems. 

★ Khan academy: Volume Word Problems 

★ Khan academy: Volume Word Problems w/fractions & 

decimals 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

Shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-measurement/pre-algebra-volume-rectangular/e/volume_2
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-measurement/pre-algebra-volume-rectangular/e/volume_2
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Statistics: Develop an understanding of statistical variability, and summarize and describe distributions 

Essential Questions  Enduring Understandings 

➔ Which data displays are most useful in various situations? 
 
 
 
➔ Why are measures of central tendency useful? 
 
➔ What is a statistical question?  

➔ Histograms are used to identify frequency of intervals in a large range of numbers. Line plots are 
useful when you have small data sets and want to see individual data values. Box-and-whisker 
plots show the spread of data with a focus on the center of the data set. 

 
➔ Measures of center (or central tendency) summarize all of the data with a single number. 
 
➔ A statistical question investigates the real-world and can have more than one response. 

 

Core Content Instructional  Actions 

Objectives: Alignment to NJSLS: Recommend Activities/Strategies:   Assessment Check Points: 

★ Develop understanding of 

statistical questions and 

statistical variability. 

NJSLS.Math.6.SP.A.1 Recognize a 

statistical question as one that anticipates 

variability in the data related to the 

question and accounts for it in the 

answers. Ex:“How old am I?” is not one but 

“How old are the students in my school?” is 

because one anticipates variability in 

students’ ages. 

★ Ed Gems- Lesson 10.1 

★ Khan Academy - Statistical Questions Practice 
★ Statistical Questions - Guided notes 

★ Statistical Questions - Card sort 

★ Statistical Questions - Card sort answer key 

 

Objectives to be Assessed:  

● Statistical Questions 

● Measures of Central 

Tendency 

● Measures of Variability 

● Data Displays 

● Describing Distributions 

 
 

Teacher Observations 

 

Do Nows/Exit Slips 

 

Classwork/Homework/ 

Docs/Forms 

 

Stations/Games/Computer Games 

 

Assessments (Quizzes, Tests, 

PBL’s) 

 

 

★ Summarize and describe data 

and distributions by using 

measures of central tendency 

and mean absolute deviation. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.SP.A.2 Understand that a set 

of data collected to answer a statistical 

question has a distribution which can be 

described by its center, spread, and overall 

shape. 

 

NJSLS.Math.6.SP.A.3 Recognize that a 

measure of center for a numerical data set 

summarizes all of its values with a single #, 

while a measure of variation describes how 

its values vary with a single number. 

 

★ Ed Gems- Lessons 10.2 and 10.7 

★ Blendspace - Measures of Central Tendency  
★ Measures of Central Tendency Video 
★ Central Tendencies - Reinforcement 
★ Mean Absolute Deviation Video 
★ Spring into Statistics Project 
★ MMMR & MAD - Review activity 

★ Organize and interpret data by 

creating frequency tables, dot 

plots, box plots, and 

histograms. 

NJSLS.Math.6.SP.B.4  

Display numerical data in plots on a number 

line, including dot plots, histograms, & box 

plots. 

★ Ed Gems- Lessons 10.3, 10.4 & 10.5 

★ DE 10.1 - Collect and Represent Data 
★ Box & Whisker Plots - Scholastic activity 
★ Box & Whisker Plot - Interactive questions 
★ Create Line Plots - Practice 
★ Histograms - Practice activity 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-data-statistics/cc-6-statistical-questions/e/statistical-questions
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jWec1xhB6Fj5lCxSflulWroWDbYgJgIfLrF0-LTzAFo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IhzByD9QWdyg1CDHkQPqAOFUot7LU9Pi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I2k2ZgwdCtrz-WhW3_IL9sMJxdImhfjv
https://www.tes.com/lessons/lFJl5JfQgaFVuw/6-1-measures-of-central-tendency
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5C9LBF3b65s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aCvWnyWAy-H6RZvZIHbW4pL02LNbTeRyK4dAxbDo4Dw
http://my.hrw.com/math06_07/nsmedia/lesson_videos/msm1/player.html?contentSrc=16093/16093.xml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19p0I8q80rAeUyyaXvHp60wWhUBSljzWi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1F2M5ksrSJ9ynDJSTZMZTzAt7RfBrTJbE3L9i-jqNDg0
https://drive.google.com/a/edison.k12.nj.us/file/d/0B5CbM_QZNmjcNnhNdC02OGs5ckE/view?usp=sharing
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/math/data-analysis/histograms.htm
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/math/data-analysis/histograms.htm
http://www.brainingcamp.com/lessons/box-and-whisker-plots/questions.php
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/6.127-create-line-plots
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/math/data-analysis/histograms.htm
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★ Observe and analyze data. 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

NJSLS.Math.6.SP.B.5 Summarize numerical 

data sets in relation to their context, such as 

by: 

★ 6.SP.B.5a Reporting the number of 

observations. 

★ 6.SP.B.5b Describing the nature of the 

attribute under investigation, including 

how it was measured & its units of 

measurement.. 

★ 6.SP.B.5c Giving quantitative measures 

of center (median and/or mean) and 

variability (interquartile range and/or 

mean absolute deviation), as well as 

describing any overall pattern and any 

striking deviations from the overall 

pattern with reference to the context in 

which the data were gathered. 

★ 6.SP.B.5d Relating the choice of 

measures of center and variability to the 

shape of the data distribution and the 

context in which the data were 

gathered. 

★ Ed Gems- Lesson 10.6 

★ DE 10.2 - Shapes of Box Plots - Investigation 2 
★ DE 10.2 - What type of Graph is best - Investigation 3 
★ DE 10.2 - Misleading Graphs - Extension  
★ Interpreting Line Plots - Practice 
★ Interpreting Line Plot Data- Balloon Pop Activity 

★ Describing Distributions - Carnival games activity 

★ Statistics Review - practice questions 

Instructional Adjustments: 

Modifications/Student difficulties/Common errors: 
Appropriate accommodations and/or modifications as determined by 504’s and IEP’s:  

Shortened assignments, extended time, copy of class notes or access to notes on chromebook, preferential seating, oral reminders, etc.  

Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments. 

 

 

 

https://www.mathgames.com/skill/6.109-interpret-line-plots-with-up-to-5-data-points
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XuFbnqPHGWVy-0J_WnZvKkQYdwRvlbO-tFFnn4mcNRI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10voe7u5Zc14MJKAIE4-Qua4-qjmghBrBYHR2pWF6ndo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gKl-sn_eJUf2CdYtrSl5-vhEJLa207PGCEQR1XH0ulE

